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It’s VHFA’s policy to support the provisions from the Qualified Allocation Plan.   

“Operating Expenses: VHFA tracks per unit month operating expenses (PUMO) using 
both recently approved operating budgets and audited financials.  PUMO exclude 
reserve deposits and debt service payments. Using budget and audit numbers for 
Assisted and Unassisted, the Agency sets benchmark operating expenses for Elderly 
and General Occupancy projects within its portfolio. These benchmarks are used as a 
general guideline in the review and approval of proposed operation budgets for existing 
properties and all proposed new loans and tax credit developments. Within these 
benchmarks there can be some deviation based on the specifics of a given property; 
however, there should not be a huge disparity among similar projects.  

It is recognized that operating expenses submitted by projects at the time of application to 
VHFA for loans and/or tax credits may have compensating factors that could cause a variance 
including but  not limited to such things as tenant paid utilities versus project paid utilities, heat 
plant and fuel types, elevators versus no elevators, services, among many other variables. For 
preservation projects doing significant energy efficiency work we would expect documentation of 
revised utility costs.  If VHFA is unable to identify the reason for the variance, the project 
sponsor will be asked to provide further explanation.  

In 2015, VHFA collected detailed operating expense data and produced the following average 
operating benchmarks.  The plan is to again analyze the operating expense data in the near 
future, but in the meantime please use the following operating benchmarks and apply a 3% 
inflation factor per year as needed. 

VHFA MULTIFAMILY OPERATING BENCHMARKS 2015 
Project 
Type 

Subsidized       
1-32 Units 

Subsidized   
33 + Units 

Unassisted    
1-32 Units 

Unassisted    
33 + Units 

Senior $         642 $         578 $         567 $         563 
General 
Occupancy $         594 $         601 $         574 $         559 

 

If there are services involved that are being supported by project cash flows, then details for 
what services are included and the related income and expenses will be requested using the 
Support Services Plan and Budget Forms. These forms can be found on the VHFA Website at:  

Supportive Budget: 
http://vhfa.org/documents/developers/Supportive%20Service%20Budget.xlsx 

 
Plan:   
http://https//www.vhfa.org/documents/developers/Supportive%20Services%20Plan.docx 
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